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COMPACT PERIODS OF EISENSTEIN SERIES OF
ORTHOGONAL GROUPS OF RANK ONE AT EVEN PRIMES
JOA˜O PEDRO BOAVIDA
Abstract. Fix a number field k with its adele ring A. Let G = O(n+ 3) be
an orthogonal group of k-rank 1 and H = O(n+ 2) a k-anisotropic subgroup.
We have previously described how to factor the global period
(Eϕ, F )H =
∫
Hk\HA
Eϕ · F
of a spherical Eisenstein series Eϕ of G against a cuspform F of H into an
Euler product. Here, we describe how to evaluate the factors at even primes.
When the local field is unramified, we carry out the computation in all cases.
We show also concrete examples of the complete period when k = Q. The
results are consistent with the Gross–Prasad conjecture.
Introduction
Fix a number field k; in some examples to follow, we take k = Q. Equip kn+3
with a quadratic form 〈 , 〉 with matrix
1 ∗
−1


with respect to the orthogonal decomposition kn+3 = (k · e+)⊕ k
n+1⊕ (k · e−). Let
G = O(n+ 3) and its subgroups act always on the right. Let H = O(n+ 2) be the
fixer of e− and Θ = O(n+1) be the fixer of both e+ and e−. We consider only the
case when kn+2 is anisotropic; in particular, G has k-rank 1 and H is k-anisotropic.
In this paper, we compute some automorphic periods associated to G and H .
Such periods contain information about representations of those groups, as well
as information of interest about certain L–functions. The Gross–Prasad conjecture
[10–12] predicts that a representation of O(n) occurs in a representation of O(n+1)
if and only if the corresponding tensor product L–function is nonzero on Re s = 12 .
The results we obtain are consistent with the prediction.
Because G is a reductive group, we can use its parabolics to organize the spectral
decomposition of functions in L2(Gk\GA). In our case, there is only one parabolic
up to conjugacy; in section 1, we choose a representative P , with Levi component of
the form M ∼= Θ×GL(1) and unipotent radical N . Let also KG be some maximal
compact; we will only consider right KG–invariant functions, so-called spherical
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functions. We have two main families of spectral components (with more flags of
parabolics we would have more).
The cuspidal components decompose discretely, and are in some sense the ana-
logue of the compact group components we have in H ; we will not be much con-
cerned with them in this paper.
The Eisenstein series are indexed by cuspidal components η along Θ and by
characters ω along GL(1). These so-called Hecke characters are the analogue of
Dirichlet characters in number fields other than Q.
We use θ to indicate an element of Θ ⊂ G and mλ for the element in G corre-
sponding to λ ∈ GL(1). Given such η and ω, we can extend
ϕ(mλθ) = ω(mλ) · η(θ)
by left NA–invariance and right K
G–invariance. We will sometimes use ϕω,η; other
times ϕω (when η = 1); other times simply ϕ. We define the Eisenstein series
Eϕ = Eω,η as the meromorphic continuation of∑
γ∈Pk\Gk
ϕ(γg).
The characters ω are indexed in particular (but in number fields other than
k = Q, not only) by a continuous parameter s chosen along Re s = 12 and appearing
in the form δsP , where δP is the modular function of the parabolic P and
1
2 has to
do with normalizations of Haar measures.
Finally, the sum defining an Eisenstein series converges only for sufficiently large
Re s. Therefore, we must also include any residues to the right of Re s = 12 in the
spectral decomposition.
Let Eϕ = Eω,η be the spherical Eisenstein series associated with the Hecke
character ω : GL(1) → C× and the cuspidal component η on Θ, and let F be
cuspidal on H . We are interested in the period
(Eϕ, F )H =
∫
Hk\HA
Eϕ · F .
(Maybe some aspects of this computation may guide the corresponding computation
for periods along H of cuspidal components of G, but the attempt must be left for
another occasion.)
These same periods (called there global Shintani functions) were used by Katu,
Murase, and Sugano [16, 22] to obtain and study integral expressions for standard
L–functions of the orthogonal group. We already mentioned the Gross–Prasad
conjecture. Ichino and Ikeda [14] discuss further details and broader context is
provided in papers by Gross, Reeder [13], Jacquet, Lapid, Offen, and/or Rogawski
[17, 19, 20], Jiang [18], and Sakellaridis and Venkatesh [25, 26].
Both the uncorrected global period and all correction factors computed so far
are indeed nonzero.
Using the Phragme´n–Lindelo¨f principle, it is often possible to obtain convex
bounds for asymptotics of moments of automorphic L–functions. The Lindelo¨f
hypothesis (a consequence of the Riemann hypothesis) yields significantly better
bounds, but any subconvex bounds are of interest. Iwaniec and Sarnak [15] survey
important ideas about L–functions, including subconvexity problems.
Diaconu and Garrett [5, 6] used a specific spectral identity to obtain subconvex
bounds for second moments of automorphic forms in GL(2) over any number field
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k. That strategy has been explored in other other papers by them and/or Goldfeld
[6–8] and used by Letang [21]. In another paper [3] (from which, incidentally,
this paragraph and the third before it are taken almost verbatim), this author has
applied that strategy to the periods discussed here to obtain a spectral identity for
second moments of Eisenstein series of G.
Elsewhere [2], the author has discussed how to factor the period
(Eϕ, F )H =
∫
Hk\HA
Eϕ · F
into an Euler product and how to compute its local factors at odd primes. For the
reader’s convenience, we recapitulate those results as briefly as possible.
Because H ⊃ Θ is a Gelfand pair [1, 16] and η is spherical, we have∫
Θk\ΘA
η(θ) · F (θh) dθ = (η, F )Θ · f(h),
where f is a spherical vector of IndHΘ 1 normalized by f(1) = 1. Let π = ⊗vπv
be the irreducible representation generated by f and ω = ⊗vωv. Letting fv be a
generator of πv normalized by fv(1) = 1, the global period is
(1) (Eϕ, F )H = (η, F )Θ ·
∫
ΘA\HA
ϕω · f = (η, F )Θ · Cf ·
∏
v
∫
Θv\Hv
ϕω,v · fv,
for some constant Cf (which is 1 when F = 1).
Because ϕω,v and fv are spherical, and ϕv(1) = fv(1) = 1, the local integral is
simply vol(Θv\Hv) at anisotropic places v.
At isotropic places, we consider some parabolic Qv ⊂ Hv. If the period is
nonzero, then πv is a quotient of a degenerate unramified principal series with
respect to the Levi component of Qv and with parameter βv.
Let ∆ be the discriminant of the restriction of 〈 , 〉 to kn+2. In the preceding
paper [2], we determined the local factors at odd primes. In this paper, we discuss
what happens at even primes.
In section 1, we describe in more detail the conventions that we used at odd
primes and will adapt to the even primes; in particular, we introduce the function
X and show how the local period may be readily obtained from it.
In section 2, we explain what the required adaptations are and articulate a
general method to determine the function X at an even prime, based on the number
of solutions of an equation on finitely many finite rings of characteristic 2.
In section 3, we discuss two methods to count such solutions. The more flexible
of them, however, is only applicable when the local fields is unramified.
In the subsequent sections, we apply either of those methods to each of the
anisotropic forms, thus obtaining the function X associated to that form. (When
we apply the second method, the computation is limited to the unramified case.)
In all computations, it will transpire that only the dimension of the anisotropic
component, the Hasse–Minkowski invariant, whether the discriminant is a unit, and
(when it is a unit) its quadratic defect, play a role in the outcome.
To obtain the complete periods, we would need to know the factors at all places,
including the ramified cases not established here and the archimedean places where
the form is isotropic. But if we restrict ourselves to k = Q, we have no ramification
at the even prime and we can choose an anisotropic form at the archimedean place.
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In section 9, we combine all results established so far to compute the global period
of the standard form with signature (n+ 2, 1) in k = Q.
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1. Setup (isotropic places)
Let us recapitulate, from the previous paper [2], what happens at isotropic places.
Recall we fixed a number field k with adele ring A, and a quadratic form 〈 , 〉
with matrix 
1 ∗
−1


with respect to the decomposition kn+3 = (k · e+) ⊕ k
n+1 ⊕ (k · e−). We set
e = e+ + e− and named the following groups of isometries:
G = O(n+ 3), the isometry group of
(
∗ ∗ ∗
)
;
H = O(n+ 2), the isometry group of
(
∗ ∗
)
;
Θ = O(n+ 1), the isometry group of
(
∗
)
.
Let P ⊂ G be the k-parabolic stabilizing k · e. The modular function of P is given
by δP (p) = |t|
n+1 when e · p = e/t. In particular, δsP (p) = |t|
α, with α = (n+ 1)s.
We now choose an isotropic place v which, from this point onward, we will omit
whenever possible. Therefore, k is the local field, o is its ring of integers, ̟ is a
local uniformizer, and ̟ = q−1 (q is the cardinality of the residue field).
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Measure on Θ\H. Choose a hyperbolic pair x, x′ in kn+2 so that e+ ∈ (k · x) ⊕
(k · x′) and change coordinates so that the restricted quadratic form has matrix
 1B
1


with respect to the orthogonal decomposition kn+2 = (k · x′)⊕ kn ⊕ (k · x).
Let Q ⊂ H be the parabolic stabilizing the line k · x; we have∫
Θ\H
function(h) dh =
∫
Θ\ΘQ
function(q) dq =
∫
(Θ∩Q)\Q
function(q) dq .
Here, Θ ∩Q = O(n) is the fixer of x and x′. Set
mλ =

λ id
1/λ

 and na =

 1 a − 12B(a)id ∗
1

 .
With M∗ =
{
mλ
}
, we have Θ∩Q =
{(
1
∗
1
)}
, NQ =
{
na
}
, MQ = (Θ∩Q) ·M∗,
and Q = MQ · NQ. The elements of (Θ ∩ Q)\Q can be expressed as na ·mλ and
δQ(mλ) = |λ|
n. Moreover,
d(na ·mλ) = da dλ
(with dλ multiplicative and da additive) is a right -invariant measure. Therefore,
up to a multiplicative constant independent of the integrand,
(2)
∫
Θ\H
function(h) dh =
∫
k×
∫
kn
function(na ·mλ) da dλ .
Construction of ϕω. We saw in (1) that the local factor is∫
Θ\H
ϕω · f,
where f generates an unramified principal series; in fact, f(mλ) = |λ|
β , for some β
(again, we are omitting the place v).
We restrict ourselves to the non-archimedean places.
We choose coordinates preserving the decomposition kn+2 = (k ·x′)⊕kn⊕ (k ·x)
from above, and let KH ⊂ H be the compact open subgroup stabilizing integral
(with respect to those coordinates) vectors. The details of what coordinates are
actually chosen will transpire along the computation.
We want ϕω to be associated with δ
s
P ; that is, if e · p = e/t and α = (n + 1)s,
then ϕω(p) = ω(t) = |t|
α. Therefore, with Φ being the characteristic function of
o
n+3, we define
ψ(g) =
∫
k×
ω(t) · Φ(te · g) dt and ϕω =
ψ
ψ(1)
.
The measure in k× is invariant with respect to multiplication normalized so that
o
× has volume 1.
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Some notation. Let |̟| = q−1 and |t| = q−T . We will also use a = q−α, z = q−β,
and w = zq−1 = q−β−1 and write (with the same measure as just above)
Z(α) =
∫
k×∩o
|t|α dt =
1
1− q−α
=
1
1− a
.
The integral converges only when Reα is sufficiently large, but we will use Z(α) to
denote the meromorphic continuation.
With z = q−β, we define
XBℓ (ρ) = meas
{
a ∈ on :
B(a)− ρ
2
= 0 mod ̟ℓ
}
;
XB(β; ρ) =
∑
ℓ≥0
zℓXBℓ (ρ); and
ΠB(α, β) =
∫
k×∩o
|t|α XB(β; t2) dt .
(When there is no risk of ambiguity, we suppress B or ρ, or use n instead of B.)
In order to make clear what adaptations are needed at even primes, we must
repeat the following two proofs, with minor adjustments.
Proposition. Up to a multiplicative constant independent of the integrand,∫
Θ\H
ψ · f =
∫
Θ\H
∫
k×
|t|α · Φ(te · h) · f(h) dtdh = Πn(α− β − n, β).
(This is valid at all non-archimedean primes.)
Proof. According to (2), we have∫
Θ\H
∫
k×
|t|α Φ(te · h) f(h) dt dh =
∫
k×
∫
k×
∫
kn
|t|α |λ|β Φ(te · na ·mλ) da dλ dt .
At this point, we specify e+ = x
′ + 12x. Noting that
e · na ·mλ = (e+ + e−) · na ·mλ = e+ · na ·mλ + e−,
we have (in kn+2 = (k · x′)⊕ kn ⊕ (k · x))
e+ · na ·mλ =
(
1 0 12
)
· na ·mλ =
(
λ a 12λ
(
1−B(a)
))
and (in kn+3 = kn+2 ⊕ (k · e−))
te · na ·mλ =
(
λt, at, 12λt
(
t2 −B(at)
)
, t
)
.
Therefore, after a change of variables,∫
Θ\H
ψ · f =
∫
k×
∫
k×
∫
kn
|t|α−β−n |λ|β Φ
(
λ, a, 12λ
(
t2 −B(a)
)
, t
)
da dλ dt
=
∫
k×∩o
|t|α−β−n
∫
k×∩o
|λ|β
∫
o
n
cho
( t2 −B(a)
2λ
)
da dλdt
=
∫
k×∩o
|t|α−β−n
∑
ℓ≥0
zℓXnℓ (t
2) =
∫
k×∩o
|t|α−β−nXn(β; t2). 
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(3) Proposition. Fix ϕω(p) = δP (p)
s = ω(t) = |t|α when e · p = e/t and α =
(n + 1)s. Fix also a cuspidal F generating an irreducible π = ⊗vπv. Let fv be a
generator of πv normalized vy fv(1) = 1, and let βv be the local parameter of the
unramified principal series representation πv.
The local factor at the non-archimedean place v (ommited in the remainder of
the statement) in the global period (Eϕ, F )H is∫
Θ\H
ϕω · f =
1
ψ(1)
∫
Θ\H
ψ · f =
Πn(α− β − n, β)
|2|α Z(α)
up to a multiplicative constant.
For the odd prime case, the multiplicative constant was determined in the pre-
vious paper, but the method does not seem applicable to even primes. In the cases
for which we have computed Π , it depends only on the dimension of the anisotropic
component and Witt index, the discriminant (whether it is a unit or is quadratic
defect), and (for even primes) the Hasse–Minkowski invariant.
Proof. The multiplicative constant accounts for the normalization implied in the
integral (2). Additionally,
ψ(1) =
∫
k×
|t|α Φ(te) dt =
∫
k×
|t|α Φ
(
t, 0, t2 , t
)
dt =
∫
k×∩2o
|t|α = |2|α Z(α). 
Dimension reduction. By taking hyperbolic planes away, we can simplify the
evaluation of (3) significantly. In fact, if there is a hyperbolic subspace with di-
mension 2k and n = m+ 2k, then
Xm+2k(β; ρ) =
Z(β + 1)
Z(β + k + 1)
·Xm(β + k; ρ),
Πm+2k(α, β) =
Z(β + 1)
Z(β + k + 1)
·Πm(α, β + k).
This is valid at all non-archimedean places.
All that is left to do, is to find the functions X and Π for anisotropic forms.
The odd prime case was discussed in the previous paper. For even primes, we have
anisotropic forms in km with m ≤ 4.
2. Even primes
The actual computation of X and Π (for anisotropic forms) at odd primes relied
substantially on an anisotropy lemma, which guaranteed that certain equations had
no solution modulo ̟ℓ. For even primes, we rely on a similar lemma.
In all that follows, e = ord 2 is the ramification index and B(x) =
∑
i aix
2
i is a
form with 0 ≤ ordai ≤ 1.
(4) Lemma. Let B(x) =
∑
i aix
2
i be anisotropic. Then, for each x 6= 0,
max
i
|aix
2
i | ≥ |B(x)| ≥ max
i
|4aix
2
i |.
Were that not the case, then the following lemma, with ρ = B(x), would yield a
nonzero solution of B(x) = 0.
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(5) Lemma. Let B(x) =
∑
i aix
2
i be a form satisfying 0 ≤ ordai ≤ 1. If there is a
nonzero x ∈ on and ℓ > ord(4aix
2
i ) (for some i) such that
B(x) = ρ mod ̟ℓ,
and if |ajxj | = maxi|aixi|, then there is y ∈ x+(2ajxj)
−1̟ℓ+1on such that B(y) =
ρ. In fact, XBℓ+1(ρ) = |̟| X
B
ℓ (ρ) if ℓ > ord(2ρ).
Proof. This follows from some versions of Hensel’s lemma. We prove only the exact
details we need in the continuation, as we will rely on specifics of the dyadic case.
Choose the highest H ≥ 0 such that x ∈ ̟Hon and write x = ̟Hx′, y = ̟Hy′,
ρ = ̟2Hρ′, and ℓ = 2H + ℓ′. Replacing x, y, ρ, and ℓ by x′, y′, ρ′, and ℓ′, both
in the statement and in the conclusions, we see that we need address only the case
H = 0, that is, the case |xj | = 1.
Write r = (2aj)
−1̟ℓ+1 and y = x+ ru, leaving u ∈ on unspecified. We have∑
i
aiy
2
i =
∑
i
ai(xi + rui)
2 =
∑
i
aix
2
i +
∑
i
2raixiui +
∑
i
r2aiu
2
i .
Because |aj | = |ajx
2
j | = maxi|aix
2
i |, we have |4aj | = |4ajx
2
j | ≥ |4aix
2
i | > |̟
ℓ|, so
|r2aiu
2
i | = |(2aj)
−2̟2ℓ+2aiu
2
i | =
∣∣∣∣̟ℓ4aj
̟ai
aj
̟ℓ+1u2i
∣∣∣∣ < |̟ℓ+1|,
Therefore, none of the r2aiy
2
i summands contributes modulo ̟
ℓ+1. On the other
hand, from |aixi| ≤ |aj | we obtain
|2raixiui| = |a
−1
j ̟
ℓ+1aixiui| =
∣∣∣∣aixiaj ̟ℓ+1ui
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |̟ℓ+1|,
with equality (at least) when i = j and |uj | = 1.
That means that, no matter the choice for the other ui, we can use uj to control
the value of B(y) modulo ̟ℓ+1. In other words, for exactly |̟| (that is, one qth)
of the choices of uj (corresponding to |̟| the possible refinements of x), we obtain
B(y) = ρ mod ̟ℓ+1,
a refinement of our original equation. Taking a limit, we obtain the desired solution.
If we know ℓ > ord(2ρ), we need no specifics on the values of xi, so we can
conclude XBℓ+1(ρ) = |̟| X
B
ℓ (ρ). The apparent mismatch between this statement
and what was done above is due to the definition of Xℓ involving an equation
modulo 2̟ℓ. 
With T = ord t ≥ 0, suppose now that ρ = 4t2 6= 0 mod 2̟ℓ (so, ℓ − 2T > e),
and that x is a solution of B(x) = ρ mod 2̟ℓ. Then, according to lemma (4),
|4t2| ≥ maxi|4aix
2
i |; hence, |t| ≥ |xi| and x ∈ to
n. Therefore,
Xℓ(4t
2) = meas
{
tx ∈ ton : B(tx) = 4t2 mod 2̟ℓ
}
= |t|nmeas
{
x ∈ on : B(x) = 4 mod 2̟ℓ−2T
}
= |̟n|TXℓ−2T (4).
Still with ℓ > 2T + ord 2, we also have, by the same reasoning,
Xℓ(0) = meas
{
tx ∈ ton : B(tx) = 4t2 mod 2̟ℓ
}
= |̟n|TXℓ−2T (0).
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Finally, observing that 4t2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ for ℓ ≤ 2T + e and using z = q−β and
u = z2q−n, we obtain
X(β; 4t2)−X(β; 0) =
∑
ℓ>2T+e
zℓXℓ(4t
2)−
∑
ℓ>2T+e
zℓXℓ(0)
= z2T |̟n|T
∑
k>e
zk
(
Xk(4)−Xk(0)
)
= uT
∑
k≥0
zk
(
Xk(4)−Xk(0)
)
= uT
(
X(β; 4)−X(β; 0)
)
.
We have thus proven
X(β; 4̟2T ) = X(β; 0) + uTX(β; 4)− uTX(β; 0),
which leads to this conclusion:
(6) Proposition. If u = z−2β−n and a = q−α, then
Π(α, β) =
∑
0≤T<e
aTX(β;̟2T ) +
|2|α
1− au
X(β; 4) +
|2|α(a− au)
(1− a)(1− au)
X(β; 0).
Proof. We have
Π(α, β) =
∑
0≤T<e
aTX(β;̟2T ) +
∑
T≥0
aT+eX(β; 4̟2T ).
But∑
T≥0
aTX(β; 4̟2T ) =
∑
T≥0
aTX(β; 0) +
∑
T≥0
(au)TX(β; 4)−
∑
T≥0
(au)TX(β; 0)
=
1
1− au
X(β; 4) +
(a− au)
(1 − a)(1− au)
X(β; 0). 
Combining this proposition with lemma (5), we see that only finitely many values
Xℓ(t
2) need be computed.
Indeed, choose t with 1 ≥ |t| = q−T ≥ |2| (this argument works for any T ≥ 0).
If ℓ > ord(2t2) = 2T + e (so, at least for ℓ > ord 8) and k ≥ 0, the lemma tells us
that Xℓ+k(t
2) = |̟|kXℓ(t
2). Therefore,
X(β; t2) =
∑
0≤ℓ≤2T+e
zℓXℓ(t
2) +
∑
k≥0
z2T+e+k+1|̟|kX2T+e+1(t
2),
which, with w = zq−1, simplifies to
X(β; t2) =
∑
0≤ℓ<2T+e+1
zℓXℓ(t
2) +
z2T+e+1
1− w
X2T+e+1(t
2).
The anisotropy lemma (4) yields a similar reduction for Xℓ(0): if x ∈ o
n and
B(x) = 0 mod 2̟ℓ, then it must be that |2̟ℓ| ≥ maxi|4aix
2
i |, or |2aix
2
i | ≤ |̟
ℓ|. If
|̟ℓ| = |2̟2k+1| or |̟ℓ| = |2̟2k|, we may rely on |xi| ≤ |̟
k|, and in either case
Xℓ(0) = meas
{
̟kx ∈ ̟kon : B(̟kx) = 0 mod 2̟ℓ
}
= |̟n|kXℓ−2k(0),
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leading us to∑
ℓ≥e
zℓXℓ(0) =
∑
k≥0
ze+2kXe+2k(0) +
∑
k≥0
ze+2k+1Xe+2k+1(0)
= ze
∑
k≥0
z2k|̟n|kXe(0) + z
e+1
∑
k≥0
z2k|̟n|kXe+1(0).
Using again u = z2q−n = q−2β−n, we obtain
X(β; 0) =
∑
0≤ℓ<e
zℓXℓ(0) +
ze
1− u
Xe(0) +
ze+1
1− u
Xe+1(0).
In summary:
(7) Proposition. If z = q−β, w = zq−1, u = z2q−n, and T ≥ 0, then
X(β;̟2T ) =
∑
0≤ℓ<2T+e+1
zℓXℓ(̟
2T ) +
z2T+e+1
1− w
X2T+e+1(̟
2T );
X(β; 0) =
∑
0≤ℓ<e
zℓXℓ(0) +
ze
1− u
Xe(0) +
ze+1
1− u
Xe+1(0).
We note that many of these values are repeated. For example, if ℓ ≤ e, then
Xℓ(0) = Xℓ(4). Additionally, if mini|ai| = 1 (that is, all coefficients of the diag-
onal quadratic form are units), then the anisotropy lemma (4) implies Xe+1(0) =
|̟n|Xe−1(0).
In practice, what we shall do is determine X(β;̟2T ) for all T when it takes no
more effort than to do so only for T ≤ e, or resort to proposition (7) otherwise.
3. Conics in dyadic fields
The computation of each Xℓ(t
2) amounts to counting points modulo 2̟ℓ in
conics. We discuss some preliminaries first.
We rely substantially on O’Meara’s [23, §63] discussion of the quadratic defect
in dyadic fields. We recall some of the relevant facts. The quadratic defect of ρ
is the intersection of all ideals bo for b such that ρ − b is a square. If bo is the
quadratic defect of ρ, then η2bo is the quadratic defect of η2ρ. If ord ρ is odd, then
the quadratic defect of ρ is ρo. If ord ρ is even, then the quadratic defect of ρ is 0
(if ρ is a square) or 4ρo, or ρ̟2k+1o with 0 ≤ k < e. If ρ = η2 + b is a unit and
0 < ord b = 2k + 1 < 2e or 0 < ord b = 2k < 2e, then the quadratic defect of ρ is
̟2k+1o. The quotient of two units with quadratic defect 4o is a square. (Hence,
half the units of the form η2 + b with ord b = 2e are squares, and the other half
have quadratic defect 4o.) If ρ = η2 + b is a unit and ord b > 2e, then ρ is a square.
We recall that, for fixed dimension m, a form is classified by its discriminant ∆
(we include the sign (−1)⌊m/2⌋ in its definition) and its Hasse–Minkowski invariant,
built from the Hilbert symbol ( , ).
(8) Lemma. Fix a non-square unit ∆.
If the quadratic defect of ∆ is 4o, then (a,∆) = (−1)ord a.
Otherwise, there is a unit a with quadratic defect ̟o such that (a,∆) = −1.
Proof. The first claim is proved by O’Meara [23, §
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For the second claim, let ̟do be the quadratic defect of ∆ = 1 + ̟dv, as any
other unit ∆ with the same quadratic defect may be obtained with a change of
variable in y. Write a = 1 +̟u, with u a unit. We want to show
ax2 +∆y2 = x2 +̟ux2 + y2 +̟dvy2 = (x+ y)2 − 2xy +̟ux2 +̟dvy2
is never a square, unless x = y = 0. If |x| 6= |y|, then the quadratic defect of the
sum is the largest of ̟dy2o and ̟x2o. Therefore, we need only check the case
|x| = |y|.
In the unramified case, use ̟ = 2 and d = 1. Let also y = xt. Then we want to
choose u so that
ax2 +∆y2 = (x+ xt)2 + 2x2(u− t+ vt2)
is never a square, or, which is the same, so that u− t+ vt2 6= 0 mod 2 (were there
any solutions of the latter equation, then we could refine at least one of the two so
as to obtain a solution of the former).
But t− vt2 is a separable quadratic polynomial, so in a finite field it takes only
half the possible values, and we may choose for u any of the values it does not take.
The same reasoning shows that ux2 − xy + vy2 = 0 mod 2 has only one solution
(x = y = 0 mod 2) if and only if (1 + 2u, 1 + 2v) = −1.
In the ramified case with d > 1, we see ord(−2xy+̟ux2+̟dvy2) = ord(̟ux2)
is odd, so ax2 +∆y2 is, indeed, never a square.
In the ramified case with d = 1, we may choose a = ∆. Indeed, the reasoning
above shows that (∆,−1) = −1 whenever d < e, so (∆,∆) = (∆,−1) = −1. 
Here, we point out that if u is a unit, to say 1 + 4u is not a square is to say
there is no unit v such that (1 + 2v)2 = 1 + 4v + 4v2 = 1 + 4u, which is to say
v + v2 − u = 0 is impossible, or (1 + 2u,−1) = −1 in the unramified case.
The first method. In its crudest form, the question we wish to answer is how
many solutions there are to x2 = ρ mod ̟ℓ. Clearly, there are any if and only if
ρ is a square modulo ̟ℓ. Most often, the number of solutions does not depend
further on ρ; in fact, if ρ is not a square, then the second case listed below does not
occur.
(9) Lemma. Let X = meas{x ∈ o : x2 = ρ mod ̟ℓ}, where ρ ∈ o and ℓ ≥ 0.
Write ρ = η2 + b, where bo is the quadratic defect of ρ.
If b 6= 0 mod ̟ℓ, then X = 0.
If b = 0 mod ̟ℓ and |̟ℓ| < |4η2|, then X = 2 |̟ℓ/2η|.
Otherwise, X = |̟|⌈ℓ/2⌉.
Proof. The first claim is a consequence of the definition of quadratic defect.
The case b = 0 mod ̟ℓ remains. We want to find solutions of x2 = η2 mod ̟ℓ,
which we rewrite as (x− η)(x + η) = 0 mod ̟ℓ.
For the second claim, if |̟ℓ| < |4η2|, then b = 0 and ρ is a square. The options
|x−η| = |x+η| = |2η| and |x−η| > |2η| would lead to |(xη)(x+η)| ≥ |4η2| > |̟ℓ|.
Hence, in order for x to be a solution, we require |x ± η| < |2η|, in which case
|x ∓ η| = |2η|. That is, we are requiring |x ± η| ≥ |̟ℓ/2η| < |2η|. Therefore,
X = 2 |̟ℓ/2η|.
For the third claim, we consider |̟ℓ| ≥ |4η2|. If |x−η| ≤ |2η|, then |x+η| ≤ |2η|,
so |(x − η)(x + η)| ≤ |4η2| ≤ |̟ℓ|, so x is a solution. If |x − η| > |2η|, then
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|x+ η| = |x − η|, so |(x − η)(x + η)| = |x− η|2, so x being a solution is equivalent
to |x− η|2 ≤ |̟ℓ|. Therefore, X = |̟|⌈ℓ/2⌉. 
We will compute several sums of the form∑
0≤ℓ<L
zℓ|̟|⌈(ℓ+o)/2⌉ =
∑
0≤2k<L
z2k|̟|⌈(2k+o)/2⌉ +
∑
0≤2k+1<L
z2k+1|̟|⌈(2k+1+o)/2⌉.
Set w = z|̟|. The first summand is∑
0≤k<⌈L/2⌉
(zw)k|̟|⌈o/2⌉ = |̟|⌈o/2⌉
1− (zw)⌈L/2⌉
1− zw
,
while the second is
z|̟|⌈(o+1)/2⌉
1− (zw)⌊L/2⌋
1− zw
= w|̟|⌊o/2⌋
1− (zw)⌊L/2⌋
1− zw
.
Therefore,
(10)
∑
0≤ℓ<L
zℓ|̟|⌈(ℓ+o)/2⌉ = |̟|⌈o/2⌉
1− (zw)⌈L/2⌉
1− zw
+ w|̟|⌊o/2⌋
1− (zw)⌊L/2⌋
1− zw
.
The second method. Though it is somewhat more versatile, this method can be
used only in the unramified case. While discussing it, we always use ̟ = 2. We
fix two units u and v such that (1 + 2u, 1 + 2v) = −1; as discussed in the proof of
lemma (8), this is equivalent to saying that all solutions of ux2+xy+vy2 = 0 mod 2
satisfy x = y = 0 mod 2.
Fix a quadratic polynomial P (x, y) = ux2 +Cxy + vy2 +Bx+Ay+D ∈ o[x, y]
with C = 1 mod 2. Changing variables to x = X +A and y = Y +B and reducing
modulo 2, we obtain
P (x, y) = uX2 +XY + vY 2 + P (A,B) mod 2.
(11) Lemma. If P (A,B) = 0 mod 2 and ℓ ≥ 1, then any solutions that may exist
satisfy x = A mod 2 and y = B mod 2.
If P (A,B) 6= 0 mod 2 and ℓ ≥ 1, then
meas
{
(x, y) ∈ o2 : P (x, y) = 0 mod 2ℓ
}
= q−ℓ + q−ℓ−1.
Proof. We replace x = X +A and y = Y +B. This has no effect on the measure.
When ℓ = 1, the measure we want is
meas
{
(X,Y ) ∈ o2 : uX2 +XY + vY 2 = P (A,B) mod 2
}
.
If P (A,B) = 0 mod 2, then X = Y = 0 mod 2. Otherwise, X = Y = 0 mod 2 is
not a solution. Given a representative (X,Y ) of a projective line (with respect to
the residue field), there is exactly one (nonzero) value of t mod 2 such that (Xt, Y t)
is a solution. There are q + 1 projective lines, so the measure of the solution set is
(q + 1)/q2 = q−1 + q−2.
For ℓ > 1, suppose (X,Y ) is a solution modulo 2ℓ with Y a unit. Fix any
refinement of Y modulo 2ℓ+1. The coefficient of degree 1 in P (X+A, Y +B) ∈ o[X ]
is a unit. Therefore, exactly one qth of the refinements of X modulo 2ℓ+1 will yield
a solution of the equation modulo 2ℓ+1. The corresponding argument may be made
if X is a unit. The effect in either case is
meas
{
solutions modulo 2ℓ+1
}
= |̟| ·meas
{
solutions modulo 2ℓ
}
. 
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4. Even primes—m = 0
If the original form is totally isotropic, we may reduce it to the case m = 0.
(12) Proposition. Let B = 0 be the form in 0 variables. With z = q−β and
|t| = |̟|T , we have
X(β; t2) =
1− z2T+1−e
1− z
if |t2| ≤ |2|, and X(β; t2) = 0 otherwise.
Proof. We want to evaluate
Xℓ(t
2) = meas
{
0 : 0 = t2 mod 2̟ℓ
}
.
The equation holds exactly if t2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ, that is, if 2T ≥ ℓ+ e. 
5. Even primes—m = 1
(13) Proposition. Let B(x) = ∆x2, where ∆ is a nonsquare unit with quadratic
defect ̟do. With z = q−β, w = zq−1, and |t| = q−T , we have
X(β; t2) = |̟|⌈e/2⌉
1− (zw)T+⌈(d+1−e)/2⌉
1− zw
+ w|̟|⌊e/2⌋
1− (zw)T+⌊(d+1−e)/2⌋
1− zw
if |2| ≥ |̟dt2|, and X(β; t2) = 0 otherwise.
Proof. According to lemma (9),
Xℓ(t
2) = meas
{
x ∈ o : ∆x2 = t2 mod 2̟ℓ
}
(we use 2̟ℓ here, instead of ̟ℓ there) fails to be 0 only if ̟dt2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ
(a unit ∆ and its inverse have the same quadratic defect), that is, only when
0 ≤ ℓ < 2T + d− e + 1. Using the final case of that lemma and applying (10), we
obtain the answer. 
(14) Proposition. Let B(x) = ∆x2, where ∆ is a unit square. With z = q−β,
w = zq−1, and |t| = q−T , we have
X(β; t2) =
|̟|⌈e/2⌉ + w|̟|⌊e/2⌋
1− zw
−
(1 + z)we+1
1− zw
(zw)T +
2(zw)Twe+1
1− w
.
Proof. According to lemma (9), Xℓ(t
2) is different depending on whether 0 ≤ ℓ <
2T + e + 1 or ℓ ≥ 2T + e + 1. In the first case, we obtain exactly the same sum
as in the previous proof, but with d = 2e. Upon simplification, this yields the first
two summands in the statement. For ℓ ≥ 2T + e+ 1, lemma (9) tells us∑
ℓ≥2T+e+1
zℓXℓ(t
2) =
∑
ℓ≥2T+e+1
zℓ 2|̟ℓ/t| =
2(zw)Twe+1
1− w
. 
(15) Proposition. Let B(x) = ∆x2, where |∆| = |̟|. With z = q−β, w = zq−1,
and |t| = q−T , we have
X(β; t2) = |̟|⌊e/2⌋
1− (zw)T+1−⌈e/2⌉
1− zw
+ z|̟|⌈e/2⌉
1− (zw)T−⌊e/2⌋
1− zw
if |2| ≥ |t2|, and X(β; t2) = 0 otherwise.
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Proof. Xℓ(t
2) fails to be 0 only if t2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ, that is, only if 2T ≥ ℓ + e, or
0 ≤ ℓ < 2T − e + 1. In that case, lemma (9) tells us that Xℓ(t
2) = |̟|⌈(ℓ+e−1)/2⌉.
The claimed outcomes follow from (10). 
6. Even primes—m = 2
We may write the anisotropic form as B(x) = a(x21 − ∆x
2
2) =
∑
i aix
2
i , where
|1| ≥ |a|, |∆|, |a∆| ≥ |̟| and ∆ = η2 + b has quadratic defect bo = ̟do.
The Hasse–Minkowski invariant of such a form is (a1, a2) = (a,−a∆) = (a,∆).
We take a = 1 if we wish the invariant to be 1, or use lemma (8) if we wish it to
be −1.
Therefore, we have three situations for ∆: a unit with quadratic defect 4o, or a
unit with quadratic defect ̟do (d odd with 0 < d < 2e), or else |∆| = |̟|. For
each situation, we further distinguish the cases (a,∆) = ±1.
Before proceeding, we recall [23, §63] that, if a is a unit with quadratic defect
4o, then {x2 − ay2 : x, y ∈ k} = {t ∈ k : ord t is even}.
(16) Proposition. Let B(x) = x21 − ∆x
2
2, where |∆| = |̟|. With z = q
−β,
w = zq−1, and |t| = q−T , we have
X(β; t2) = |2|
1 + w2T+e+1
1− w
.
Proof. We have
Xℓ(t
2) = meas
{
x ∈ o2 : x21 = ∆x
2
2 + t
2 mod 2̟ℓ
}
.
According to lemma (9), in order to have a solution we need ∆x22 = 0 mod 2̟
ℓ or
(using the local square theorem and the fact that ord∆ is odd) ∆x22 = 0 mod 4t
2.
If 4t2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ, we obtain
Xℓ = meas
{
x ∈ o2 : x21 = t
2 mod 2̟ℓ and ̟x22 = 0 mod 2̟
ℓ
}
= |̟|⌈(ℓ+e)/2⌉ · |̟|⌈(ℓ+e−1)/2⌉ = |̟|ℓ+e.
If 4t2 6= 0 mod 2̟ℓ, we obtain
Xℓ = meas
{
x ∈ o2 : x21 = t
2 mod 2̟ℓ and ̟x22 = 0 mod 4t
2
}
= 2|̟ℓ+e/2t| · |̟|e+T = 2|̟|ℓ+e.
Therefore,
X(β; t2) =
∑
ℓ≥0
zℓ|̟|ℓ+e +
∑
ℓ≥2T+e+1
zℓ|̟|ℓ+e = |2|
1 + w2T+e+1
1− w
. 
(17) Proposition. Let B(x) = a(x21 −∆x
2
2), where |∆| = |̟| and a is a unit with
quadratic defect 4o. With z = q−β, w = zq−1, and |t| = q−T , we have
X(β; t2) = |2|
1− w2T+e+1
1− w
.
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Proof. Because a is a unit, x21− at
2 yields exactly the elements of even degree, and
the quadratic defect of a is 4o, we have, consecutively,
Xℓ(t
2) = meas
{
x ∈ o2 : x21 − at
2 = ∆x22 mod 2̟
ℓ
}
= meas
{
x ∈ o2 : ∆x22 = 4t
2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ and x21 = t
2 mod 2̟ℓ
}
.
Therefore, Xℓ(t
2) is nonzero only if 0 ≤ ℓ < 2T + e+ 1, in which case
Xℓ(t
2) = |̟|⌈(ℓ+e−1)/2⌉ · |̟|⌈(ℓ+e)/2⌉ = |̟|ℓ+e. 
(18) Proposition. Let B(x) = ̟(x21 − ∆x
2
2), where ∆ is a unit with quadratic
defect 4o. Let also z = q−β, w = zq−1, and |t| = q−T .
If 2T < e, then X(β; t2) = 0.
If 2T ≥ e, write (T − e)+ = max{T − e, 0} and (T − e)− = min{T − e, 0}. Then
X(β; t2) is
|̟|⌊e/2⌋ + z|̟|⌈e/2⌉ − zwe(zw)(T−e)
−
(w + 1)
1− zw
+
we(z + w2)(1 − w2(T−e)
+
)
1− w2
.
Proof. Because x21−∆t
2 yields exactly the elements of even degree and the quadratic
defect of ∆ is 4o, we have, consecutively,
Xℓ(t
2) = meas
{
x ∈ o2 : ̟(x21 −∆x
2
2) = t
2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ
}
= meas
{
x ∈ o2 : t2 = ̟4x22 = 0 mod 2̟
ℓ and ̟x21 = ̟x
2
2 mod 2̟
ℓ
}
.
Considering only 0 ≤ ℓ < 2T − e+ 1, we obtain
Xℓ(t
2) = |̟|⌈max{0,ℓ−e−1}/2⌉ · |̟|⌈(ℓ+e−1)/2⌉.
If 2T < e, then 2T − e+ 1 ≤ 0 always and X(β; t2) = 0.
If e ≤ 2T < 2e+ 1, then 0 ≤ ℓ < 2T − e+ 1 ≤ e+ 1 always, and by (10),
X(β; t2) =
∑
0≤ℓ<2T−e+1
zℓ|̟|⌈(ℓ+e−1)/2⌉
= |̟|⌊e/2⌋
1− (zw)⌈(2T−e+1)/2⌉
1− zw
+ z|̟|⌈e/2⌉
1− (zw)⌊(2T−e+1)/2⌋
1− zw
.
If 2T ≥ 2e+ 2, then
X(β; t2) =
∑
0≤ℓ<e+1
zℓ|̟|⌈(ℓ+e−1)/2⌉ +
∑
e+1≤ℓ<2T−e+1
zℓ|̟|2⌈(ℓ−e−1)/2⌉+e.
The first sum is the same as before, but with T replaced by e. The second sum is
obtained from (10) too (note we use w2 = z2|̟|2 instead of zw = z2|̟|):
zwe
∑
0≤ℓ<2T−2e
zℓ|̟|2⌈ℓ/2⌉ =
(zwe + we+2)(1− w2T−2e)
1− w2
. 
(19) Proposition. Let B(x) = a(x21 − ∆x
2
2), where ∆ = 1 + ̟
dv is a unit with
quadratic defect ̟do, d is odd, a = 1+̟u is a unit with quadratic defect ̟o, and
(a,∆) = −1. Let also z = q−β, w = zq−1, and |t| = q−T .
If d = 1 and e > 1, then
X(β; t2) = |2|
1− w2T+2⌈(e+1)/2⌉−e
1− w
.
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If 2T + 2 ≥ e+ 1 ≥ d (with d > 1 or e = 1), then
X(β; t2) = |2| |̟|(1−d)/2
1− w2T+2−e
1− w
.
If 2T + 2 ≥ e+ 1 and d > e+ 1, then
X(β; t2) =
|̟|⌈e/2⌉ + w|̟|⌊e/2⌋
1− zw
−
zd−e|̟|(d+1)/2(z − w)
(1− w)(1 − zw)
−
w2T+2−e|̟|e+(1−d)/2
1− w
.
If 2T + 2 ≤ e (with d > 1), then X(β; t2) = 0.
Proof. We have
Xℓ(t
2) = meas
{
x ∈ o2 : x21 = ∆x
2
2 + at
2 mod 2̟ℓ
}
.
If |t| > |x2|, we need ̟t
2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ.
If |t| < |x2|, we need ̟t
2 = ̟dx22 = 0 mod 2̟
ℓ.
If |t| = |x2|, we write x2 = tz (with z a unit) and observe
∆x22 + at
2 = t2((1 + z)2 +̟u− 2z +̟dvz2).
Therefore, if d > 1 we require ̟t2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ. If d = e = 1 and ̟ = 2, and
because (1+2u, 1+2v) = −1, we always have u− z+ vz2 6= 0 mod 2, so we require
2t2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ. Finally, if d = 1 and e > 1, then we can choose v = u and write
∆x22 + at
2 = t2(1 +̟u)(1 + z2) = t2
(
(1 +̟u)(1 + z)2 − 2(1 +̟u)z
)
;
we thus require t2̟(1 + z)2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ and either 2̟t2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ (if e is
even) or 2t2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ (if e is odd).
If d = 1 and e > 1, we required ̟t2 = ̟x22 = 0 mod 2̟
ℓ (when |t| 6= |x2|) or
̟(t+ x2)
2 = 0 mod 2̟ℓ and ̟2⌈(e+1)/2⌉−e−1t2 = 0 mod ̟ℓ (when |t| = |x2|). We
obtain
Xℓ(t
2) = |̟|⌈(ℓ+e)/2⌉ · |̟|⌈(ℓ+e−1)/2⌉ = |̟|ℓ+e
if ℓ < 2T + 2⌈(e+ 1)/2⌉ − e and Xℓ(t
2) = 0 otherwise.
If d > 1 or e = 1, we required ̟t2 = ̟dx22 = 0 mod 2̟
ℓ. Therefore,
Xℓ(t
2) = |̟|⌈(ℓ+e)/2⌉ · |̟|max{0,⌈(ℓ+e−d)/2⌉}
if ℓ < 2T + 2− e and Xℓ(t
2) = 0 otherwise. 
So far, we have relied on the first method discussed in section 3. For all remaining
quadratic forms, we will use the second one. In particular, all that follows is valid
only for the unramified case.
The strategy is always the same: we first reduce the equation modulo 2. This
corresponds to ℓ = 0 and suggests a substitution for one of the variables. That
variable will be set modulo 2—hence, we always have an extra factor q−1 in the
final calculation of Xℓ(t
2).
Applying the substitution and simplifying, we obtain a new equation, modulo
2ℓ (the original equation was modulo 2ℓ+1). At this point, we consider the case
ℓ = 1. If the equation thus reduced is linear with unit coefficient, we know how
many solutions it has. If the equation is quadratic, we apply lemma (11): either we
obtain new conditions on other variables, typically allowing us to divide the original
equation by 4 and conclude Xℓ(t
2) = q−mXℓ−2(t
2/4), or we obtain a solution count.
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(20) Proposition. Let B(x) = x21−∆x
2
2, where ∆ = 1+4v is a unit with quadratic
defect 4o and v is a unit. In the unramified case, with z = q−β, w = zq−1, and
|t| = q−T , we have
X(β; 1) =
|2|
1− w
and X(β; 4t2) = |2|
1 + z + w2T (zw + w3)
1− w2
.
Proof. The equation is x21 −∆x
2
2 = t
2 mod 2ℓ+1. Considering ℓ = 0, we are led to
x1 = x2 + t+ 2b, for some b ∈ o. We substitute and simplify:
2b2 + x2t+ 2x2b+ 2tb− 2vx
2
2 = 0 mod 2
ℓ.
If t = 1 and ℓ ≥ 1, we clearly can obtain a unique x2 mod 2
ℓ. Therefore, recalling
x1 was set modulo 2, we have Xℓ(1) = q
−1−ℓ.
If 2 | t, the equation holds for ℓ ≤ 1; that is, X0(t
2) = X1(t
2) = q−1. If ℓ ≥ 2,
we divide further:
b2 + x2
t
2 + x2b+ tb− vx
2
2 = 0 mod 2
ℓ−1.
We note that (1 + 2v,−1) = −1, so we may apply lemma (11).
For t = 2, the lemma tells us the measure of the solution set with respect to b
and x2 is q
−ℓ+1 + q−ℓ, so with respect to x1 and x2, for ℓ ≥ 2, we have
Xℓ(4) = q
−ℓ + q−ℓ−1.
If 4 | t and ℓ ≥ 2, then x2 = b = x1 = 0 mod 2, so Xℓ(t
2) = q−2Xℓ−2(t
2/4). 
(21) Proposition. Let B(x) = x21−∆x
2
2, where ∆ = 1+2v is a unit with quadratic
defect 2o and v is a unit. In the unramified case, with z = q−β, w = zq−1, and
|t| = q−T , we have
X(β; t2) = |2|
1 + w2T+1
1− w
.
Proof. The equation is x21 −∆x
2
2 = t
2 mod 2ℓ+1. Replacing x1 = x2 + t + 2b and
simplifying:
2b2 + x2t+ 2x2b+ 2tb− vx
2
2 = 0 mod 2
ℓ.
If t = 1, we have x2 = 0 mod 2 or x2 = v
−1 mod 2, and, because the coefficient
of x2 is a unit, solutions can be refined modulo 2
ℓ. Therefore, X0(1) = q
−1 and
Xℓ(1) = q
−1 · 2q−ℓ = 2q−ℓ−1 for ℓ ≥ 1.
If 2 | t, then x2 = x1 = 0 mod 2. Therefore, X0(t
2) = q−1, X1(t
2) = q−2, and
Xℓ(t
2) = q−2Xℓ−2(t
2/4) for ℓ ≥ 2. 
7. Even primes—m = 3
A ternary quadratic form with discriminant ∆ is anisotropic if and only if its
Hasse–Minkowski invariant is −(−1, ∆).
The form B(x) = x21 − a(x
2
2 − ∆x
2
3) has discriminant ∆ and Hasse–Minkowski
invariant (−a, a∆) = (−a,∆) = (−1, ∆)(a,∆). Therefore, it is anisotropic when
(a,∆) = −1. If |∆| = |̟|, we may take any a with quadratic defect 4o. If ∆
is a unit with quadratic defect ̟do (with d odd), lemma (8) yields a unit a with
quadratic defect ̟o and (a,∆) = −1.
If ∆ is a unit square or a unit with quadratic defect 4o, the form is anisotropic if
and only if the Hasse–Minkowski invariant is −1. We choose a = 1+̟u, where u is
a unit and (a,−1) = −1, provided by lemma (8). The form B(x) = a(x21+x
2
2)−∆x
2
3
has discriminant ∆ and Hasse–Minkowski invariant (a, a) = (a,−1) = −1.
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We are still using the second method, so we consider only the unramified case.
(22) Proposition. Let B(x) = x21 − a(x
2
2 − 2vx
2
3), where a = 1+ 4u is a unit with
quadratic defect 4o, and u and v are units. In the unramified case, with z = q−β,
w = zq−1, and |t| = q−T , we have
X(β; 1) =
|2|
1− w
and
X(β; t2) = |2|
1 + w
1− w2q−1
+ w2T q−T
1− w2q−2
(1− w)(1 − w2q−1)
, if T ≥ 1.
Proof. The equation is x21 − a(x
2
2 − 2vx
2
3) = t
2 mod 2ℓ+1. We substitute x1 =
x2 + t+ 2b, simplify, and obtain
2b2 − x2t− 2x2b − 2tb− 2ux
2
2 + avx
2
3 = 0 mod 2
ℓ.
If t = 1 and x3 is fixed, we obtain exactly one solution x2 mod 2
ℓ. Therefore,
Xℓ(1) = q
−1 · q−ℓ = q−ℓ−1.
If 2 | t and ℓ ≥ 1, we are led to x3 = 0 mod 2. For such t, we have X0(t
2) = q−1
and X1(t
2) = q−2. If ℓ ≥ 2, we have also
b2 − x2
t
2 − x2b− 2
t
2b − ux
2
2 + 2av
x23
4 = 0 mod 2
ℓ−1.
If t = 2, we obtain q−ℓ+1+q−ℓ solutions with respect to b and x2, or q
−ℓ+q−ℓ−1
with respect to x1 and x2. Recalling that x3 = 0 mod 2, we see that, for ℓ ≥ 2,
Xℓ(4) = q
−ℓ−1 + q−ℓ−2.
If 4 | t, then we obtain x2 = 0 mod 2, so x1 = x2 = x3 = t = 0 mod 2, and we
have, for ℓ ≥ 2, Xℓ(t
2) = q−3Xℓ−2(t
2/4). 
(23) Proposition. Let B(x) = x21 − a(x
2
2 − ∆x
2
3), where a = 1 + 2u and ∆ are
units with quadratic defect 2o, (a,∆) = −1, −a∆ = 1+ 2v, and u and v are units.
In the unramified case, with z = q−β, w = zq−1, and |t| = q−T , we have
X(β; t2) = |2|
1 + wq−1
1− w2q−1
+ |2|w2T+1q−T
1− w2q−2
(1 − w)(1 − w2q−1)
.
Proof. The equation is x21 − ax
2
2 + a∆x
2
3 = t
2 mod 2ℓ+1. Replacing x1 = x2 + x3 +
t+ 2b and simplifying, we obtain
2b2 + x2x3 + x2t+ 2x2b+ x3t+ 2x3b+ 2tb− ux
2
2 − vx
2
3 = 0 mod 2
ℓ.
In particular, X0(t
2) = q−1.
If t = 1 and ℓ ≥ 1, and recalling we already set x1 mod 2, we obtain Xℓ(1) =
q−ℓ−1 + q−ℓ−2.
If 2 | t and ℓ ≥ 1, we conclude x2 = x3 = 0 mod 2, so X1(t
2) = q−3 and, for
ℓ ≥ 2, Xℓ(t
2) = q−3Xℓ−2(t
2/4). 
(24) Proposition. Let B(x) = a(x21 + x
2
2) − x
2
3, where a = 1 + 2u is a unit with
quadratic defect 2o, (a,−1) = −1, and u is a unit. In the unramified case, with
z = q−β, w = zq−1, and |t| = q−T , we have
X(β; t2) = |2|
(1 + wq−1)(1 − w2T+2q−T−1)
1− w2q−1
.
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Proof. The equation is x21 + x
2
2 − a∆x
2
3 = at
2 mod 2ℓ+1. Replacing x1 = x2 + x3 +
t+ 2b and simplifying, we obtain
x22 + 2b
2 + x2x3 + x2t+ 2x2b+ x3t+ 2x3b+ 2tb− ux
2
3 − ut
2 = 0 mod 2ℓ.
In particular, X0(t
2) = q−1.
If t = 1 and ℓ = 1, lemma (11) tells us x2 = x3 = 1 mod 2 and X1(1) = q
−3.
If t = 1 and ℓ = 2, taking into account that x2 = x3 = 1 mod 2, we see the
equation is equivalent to
b2 − b− u = 0 mod 2.
This equation has no solution, therefore, Xℓ(1) = 0 for ℓ ≥ 2.
If 2 | t and ℓ ≥ 1, then the equation leads to x2 = x3 = t = x1 = 0 mod 2. This
means X1(t
2) = q−3 and Xℓ(t
2) = q−3Xℓ−2(t
2/4) if ℓ ≥ 2. 
(25) Proposition. Let B(x) = a(x21 + x
2
2)−∆x
2
3, where ∆ = 1+ 4u is a unit with
quadratic defect 4o, a = 1 + 2u is a unit with quadratic defect 2o, u is a unit, and
(a,−1) = −1. In the unramified case, with z = q−β, w = zq−1, and |t| = q−T , we
have
X(β; t2) = |2|
1 + wq−1
1− w2q−1
+ |2|w2T+2q−T−1
(1 + w)(1 − wq−1)
(1− w)(1 − w2q−1)
.
Proof. The equation is x21+x
2
2− a∆x
2
3 = at
2 mod 2ℓ+1. Replacing x1 = x2+x3+
t+ 2b and simplifying, we obtain
x22 + 2b
2 + x2x3 + x2t+ 2x2b+ x3t+ 2x3b+ 2tb− u(3 + 4u)x
2
3 − ut
2 = 0 mod 2ℓ.
Clearly, X0(t
2) = q−1.
If t = 1, the equation, reduced modulo 4, is equivalent to
(x2+1)
2+(x2+1)(x3−1)+2b(b+x2+x3+1)+u(x3−1)
2+2u(x3−1) = 0 mod 4.
If ℓ ≥ 1, we must have x2 = x3 = 1 mod 2, so X1(1) = q
−3. If ℓ ≥ 2, we must
also have b2 = b mod 2, that is, b = 0 mod 2 or b = 1 mod 2, which leads to
X2(1) = 2q
−4. Therefore, Xℓ(1) = 2q
−ℓ−2 for ℓ ≥ 2.
If 2 | t, the original equation yields x2 = x3 = t = x1 = 0 mod 2. Therefore,
X1(t
2) = q−3 and Xℓ(t
2) = q−3Xℓ−2(t
2/4) if ℓ ≥ 2. 
8. Even primes—m = 4
In the m = 4 case, we have only one equivalence class of anisotropic forms.
(26) Proposition. Let B(x) = x21+x
2
2− a(x
2
3+x
2
4), where a = 1+2u, u is a unit,
and (a,−1) = −1. In the unramified case, with z = q−β, w = zq−1, and |t| = q−T ,
we have
X(β; 1) =
|2|
1− w
and
X(β; t2) =
|2|
1− wq−1
+ w2T q−2T
1− wq−2
(1− w)(1 − wq−1)
, if T ≥ 1.
Proof. We know x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + t = 0 mod 2. Replacing x1 = Z + t and
x2 = x3 + x4 + Z + 2b into B(x) = t
2 mod 2ℓ+1 and simplifying, we obtain
−ux23+ x3x4 − ux
2
4 +(Z +4b)x3 + (Z +4b)x4 +Z
2 +Zt+4bZ +4b2 = 0 mod 2ℓ.
As usual, X0(t
2) = q−1.
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If t = 1, we only need to reduce the equation modulo 4, we obtain
(27) − ux23 + x3x4 − ux
2
4 + Zx3 + Zx4 + Z
2 + Zt = 0 mod 4.
Replacing x3 = x4 = Z mod 2, we obtain Zt mod 2.
If t = 1, ℓ = 1, and Z is a unit, then the solution set (with respect to x3 and x4,
and modulo 2) has measure q−1 + q−2. If Z is not a unit, then x3 = x4 = 0 mod 2.
Therefore (we must not forget that x2 was set modulo 2),
X1(1) = q
−1(1− q−1)(q−1 + q−2) + q−4 = q−2.
If t = 1 and ℓ = 2, and Z is a unit, then the solution set (with respect to x3 and
x4, and modulo 4) has measure q
−2+q−3. If Z is not a unit, then x3 = x4 = 0 mod 2
and Z = 0 mod 4. Therefore (again, x2 was set modulo 2),
X2(1) = q
−1(1− q−1)(q−2 + q−3) + q−5 = q−3.
More generally, Xℓ(1) = q
−ℓ−1.
If 2 | t, we return to equation (27). Lemma (11) tells us x3 = x4 = Z mod 2,
so X1(t
2) = q−3 (again, we must not forget x2 was set modulo 2). For ℓ ≥ 2, we
substitute x3 = Z + 2X and x4 = Z + 2Y and simplify:
−uZ2 + Z t2 = 0 mod 2.
If t = 2 and Z = 0 mod 2, we conclude x1 = x2 = x3 = x4 = t = 0 mod 2, so
the contribution (in the equation modulo 2ℓ) is q−4Xℓ−2(1) = q
−3−ℓ. If t = 2 and
Z = u−1 mod 2, then Z is determined modulo 2ℓ−1 (recall we divided by 2 in most
recent simplification), so the contribution is q−ℓ+1q−1q−1q−1 = q−2−ℓ. Therefore,
Xℓ(4) = q
−2−ℓ + q−3−ℓ.
If 4 | t (still for ℓ ≥ 2), we may also conclude Z = 0 mod 2, so Xℓ(t
2) =
q−4Xℓ−2(t
2/4). 
9. Some examples in k = Q
In order to determine the global period in all cases, we still need the local factors
at some even primes (the ramified cases we could not address here), the missing
normalization constant in proposition (3), and the local factors at archimedean
primes.
Therefore, for these examples we will ignore multiplicative constants and consider
only k = Q and the standard form
∑n+2
i=1 x
2
i − x
2
n+3 with signature (n + 2, 1) on
kn+2 ⊕ k · e−.
At the archimedean place, kv = R and the restriction of the form to R
n+2 is
anisotropic. Hence, as mentioned in the introduction, the local factor of the period
is simply vol(Θv\Hv) = vol(O(n+ 1,R)\O(n+ 2,R)), a multiplicative constant.
At non-archimedean places, we have simply qv = p (where p is the prime). As
the discriminant is ∆ = ±1, there are no bad odd primes.
If ∆ = 1, the associated quadratic character is the trivial character χ0 (its
L–function is the Riemann zeta function). If ∆ = −1, the associated quadratic
character is the character χ1 given by χ1(p) = 1 if p = 1 mod 4, χ1(p) = −1 if
p = 3 mod 4, or χ1(p) = 0 if p is even. Also,
ζ(s) =
∏
p
1
1− ps
and L(s, χ) =
∏
p
1
1− χ(p) ps
.
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We will also limit our attention to periods (Eϕ, 1)H , that is, periods of the
Eisenstein series alone, rather than against a cuspidal F , in which case the local
parameters are β = 0.
With α = (n + 1)s, we saw before [2] that, up to multiplicative constants and
correction factors at p = 2 (determined in this paper), the global period is
(Eϕ, 1)H =
ζ(α− n)
L(α− ⌊n2 ⌋, χ)
, if n is odd;(28)
(Eϕ, 1)H =
ζ(α − n)
ζ(2α− n)/L(α− n2 , χ)
, if n is even(29)
(where χ = χ0 when ∆ = 1, and χ = χ1 when ∆ = −1).
Say Bn+2 is the original form with signature (n + 2, 0) and Bn is the original
form B (from the discussion, in section 1, of the measure on Θ\H). Say also that
Bn−2k is the form obtained after taking k hyperbolic planes away (for the dimension
reduction cited at the end of section 1), until we get an anisotropic form Bm, with
n = m + 2k—those are the forms whose X functions we computed in sections 4
through 8.
All those forms have the same discriminant∆. However, their Hasse–Minskowski
invariants are not the same. Let hmiB denote the Hasse–Minkowski invariant
of a form B. In general [4, 23], if B is the sum of two forms C and D, then
hmiB = (detC, detD) · hmiC · hmiD.
A hyperbolic plane has determinant −1 and invariant (1,−1) = 1. Also, Bn+2
has invariant 1 and determinant 1, so detBn−2k = (−1)k+1 and (−1, detBn−2k) =
(−1)k+1. This means that with even k we change the sign of the invariant, and
with odd k we keep it. That is, starting with hmiBn+2, and taking one hyperbolic
plane away at a time, we obtain 1, −1, −1, 1, and then repeat with period four.
Applying the discussions at the beginning of sections 6 through 8 to our current
case, we see that B2 is anisotropic if and only if ∆ = −1, that B3 is anisotropic if
and only if hmiB3 = −∆, and that B4 is anisotropic if and only if ∆ = hmiB4 = 1.
We thus obtain the information in table 1, for n ≥ 3. With n < 3, H would be
anisotropic at p = 2, the local factor would be a constant, and the results in this
paper would not be used. Taking our choice β = 0 and the dimension reduction at
the end of section 1 into account, we use z = q−k and w = q−k−1 and abbreviate
u = q−n (this is always what is raised to the power T ). Additionally, as the local
factor is obtained by integration of this X with respect to t (that is, in terms
of these formulas, a summation with respect to T = ord t) and we are missing a
multiplicative constant, we multiply by a common factor so that the result is as
close as possible to the form 1−AuT .
That choice simplifies substantially the computation ofΠ . Indeed, with a = q−α,
the definition of Π (from section 1, using the multiplicative measure) is
Π(α, β) =
∫
k×∩o
|t|αX(β; t2) dt =
∑
T≥0
X(β; t2)aT .
If, up to the common factors we dropped, X = 1−AuT , this becomes
Π(α, β) =
∑
T≥0
(
aT −A(au)T
)
=
1
1− a
−
A
1− au
=
(1−A)− a(u−A)
(1 − a)(1− au)
.
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Table 1. Taking k hyperbolic planes from Bn, we obtain the
anisotropic form Bm, whose X function with list, as well as the
respective proposition.
n ∆ k m hmiBm prop. Xm(β; t2)
3 + 8ℓ 1 4ℓ 3 −1 (24) 1− uuT ;
4 + 8ℓ −1 4ℓ+ 1 2 −1 (19) 1− wuT ;
5 + 8ℓ −1 4ℓ+ 2 1 1 (13) 1−
u+ z
1 + z
uT ;
6 + 8ℓ 1 4ℓ+ 3 0 1 (12)
{
1, if T = 0,
0, otherwise;
7 + 8ℓ 1 4ℓ+ 3 1 1 (14) 1 +
1− w − u
1 + w − u
uuT ;
8 + 8ℓ −1 4ℓ+ 3 2 1 (21) 1 + wuT ;
9 + 8ℓ −1 4ℓ+ 3 3 1 (23) 1−
u− w
1− w
uT ;
10 + 8ℓ 1 4ℓ+ 3 4 1 (26)


1− wq−1
1− w
, if T = 0,
1 +
1− wq−2
q−1(1− w)
uT , otherwise.
This becomes even simpler when A = u−v1−v for some v, as in that case we obtain
Π(α, β) =
(1− u)(1− av)
(1 − a)(1− au)(1− v)
up to
constant
=
1− av
(1− a)(1 − au)
.
Table 2 summarizes the results.
Recall now that in proposition (3) we identified the local factor and immedi-
ately afterward, we saw that the dimension reduction allows us, when k hyperbolic
planes have been taken away and Bm = Bn−2k is anisotropic, to draw a connection
between Πn and Πm. We conclude that, when β = 0, the local factor is
Πm(α − n, k)
q−α Z(α)
up to a multiplicative constant.
Finally, equations (28) and (29) give us the (uncorrected) global period. Recall
that when ∆ = 1 we use χ = χ0 and the local factor of L(·, χ) = ζ(·) is Z(·), while
when ∆ = −1 we use χ = χ1 and the local factor of L(·, χ) is 1. Table 3 summarizes
the conclusions.
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